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a b s t r a c t

Information extractors are used to transform the user-friendly information in a web document into structured

information that can be used to feed a knowledge-based system. Researchers are interested in ranking them

to find out which one performs the best. Unfortunately, many rankings in the literature are deficient. There

are a number of formal methods to rank information extractors, but they also have many problems and have

not reached widespread popularity. In this article, we present ARIEX, which is an automated method to rank

web information extraction proposals. It does not have any of the problems that we have identified in the

literature. Our proposal shall definitely help authors make sure that they have advanced the state of the art

not only conceptually, but from an empirical point of view; it shall also help practitioners make informed

decisions on which proposal is the most adequate for a particular problem.
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1. Introduction

A web information extractor works on user-friendly web docu-

ments that have been typically gathered using a crawler [1]. They

analyse the documents and extract the information that they pro-

vide in a structured format that can be used to feed knowledge-based

systems. The information is commonly structured into attributes and

records, to which we collectively refer to as slots.

Fig. 1 illustrates what web information extraction is about. It

shows an excerpt of a sample web document that provides a listing

of records regarding phones. The document is rendered in a friendly

format that a person can easily understand. The problem is that the

information in this document is not structured, which means that it is

not easy to use it in an automated process. Information extractors are

devised to help in this task, since they can transform the web doc-

ument on the left into the structured information on the right. For-

mally speaking, an information extractor can be modelled as a func-

tion that maps DOM nodes or text fragments onto slots that assign

a meaning to them, e.g., Phone, model, seller, or price. The definition

is simple because the problem is simple to formulate; what makes

it a challenging research field is that devising a machine learner that

can learn such a mapping as effectively and efficiently as possible is

not trivial at all. This has made it quite an active research field; for
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +34 954552770.
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nstance, as of the time of writing this article, our library reports on

oughly 4 190 proposals that have been published in the last decade.

The existing proposals can be classified as rule-based, which re-

uire a rule set that specifies how to extract the information of in-

erest, or heuristic-based, which have built-in extraction rules that

re based on heuristics. Depending on the kind of document on

hich they work, they can be further classified as free-text or semi-

tructured. In the literature, there are many proposals to learn rule

ets. Some of them are supervised, that is, they require the user to

rovide an annotated learning set from which rules that map the in-

ormation of interest onto appropriate user-defined slots are learnt

utomatically; contrarily, others are unsupervised, which means that

hey can learn the rule sets from learning sets that are not annotated,

ut require the user to interpret them and handcraft mappings that

ssign the information extracted by each rule onto the appropriate

ser-defined slot. Many proposals are closed, chiefly in the field of

emi-structured information extractors, which means that they are

ntended to work with documents from a given source; a few ones,

hiefly in the field of free-text information extractors, are open, which

eans that they are intended to work with documents on a given

opic, independently from the site from which they are downloaded.

Currently, there are many proposals on web information extrac-

ion in the literature. Laender et al. [2], Chang et al. [3], Kushmerick

nd Thomas [4], Turmo et al. [5], Sarawagi [6], Sleiman and Corchuelo

7], and Ferrara et al. [8] have published some comprehensive sur-

veys on this topic. Unfortunately, heuristic-based proposals have not

been surveyed so far; the reader might be interested in consulting

references [9–16] for further information. Etzioni et al. [17] provided

additional details on open information extractors.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.knosys.2015.11.004
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
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Fig. 1. An illustration of information extraction.
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The authors of new proposals must obviously compare them to

thers so that they can prove that they have introduced conceptual

nnovations that advance the state of the art. But this is not enough:

t is also necessary to rank them regarding their performance; in

ther words, it is necessary to evaluate them regarding some ef-

ectiveness and efficiency measures and then compare the results

o as to compute a ranking in which the best-performing propos-

ls are at the top. Practitioners are obviously very interested in

uch rankings since they lay the foundation to make informed de-

isions regarding which proposal should be used to solve a given

roblem.

In our opinion, a good ranking method must have the following

ey features: it must be automated, so that researchers can bias the

onclusions as little as possible, open, so that it can easily accom-

odate new performance measures, and agnostic, so that it can be

pplied to as many different kinds of proposals as possible. Further-

ore, it must also address the following key questions: how to set

p the experimental environment, how to create appropriate evalua-

ion splits, how to compute the experimental data, how to cook them

regarding how to purge them, compute derived measures, or nor-

alise them), how to compute the rankings, and how to report on the

esults.

We have surveyed many proposals on web information extraction

hat use an informal method to rank them [2–8]. Unfortunately, our

onclusion is that they provide a foundation and some guidelines,

ut do not have the key features or address the key questions that

e have identified above regarding a good ranking method. The in-

ormal methods were not intended to be reused, but to help the au-

hors of a proposal support the idea that it outperforms others; as

conclusion, they are not automated, open, or agnostic, but ad-hoc;

urthermore, they do not usually disclose many important details re-

arding the experimental environment; it is not commonly clear how

he evaluation splits are created; neither is it clear how the match-

ngs required to compute most effectiveness measures are counted;

he experimental data are not cooked; and the resulting rankings are

ot generally statistically sound. As a conclusion, the stringency level

aries from paper to paper, which makes the results available in the
iterature difficult to reuse when a new proposal needs to be com-

ared to them. Unfortunately, there are very few formal methods in

he literature [18–23]. They are generally supported by software tools

hat aid in computing the experimental data, but they are not actually

utomated; neither are they open, since they commit to a particular

et of performance measures and everything in the method revolves

round them; they all originated in a community that was interested

n supervised free-text proposals, so they have not paid attention to

ther kinds of proposals; they report on several alternatives to cre-

te evaluation splits, but do not assess the pros and cons or commit

o a specific method; they gather experimental data and compute

recision- and recall-related measures, but it is not clear how they

ompute the matches; they do not provide a method to cook the ex-

erimental data; and the resulting rankings must be handcrafted, al-

hough they pay attention to ensuring that the results are statistically

ound.

In this article, we report on ARIEX (Automated Ranking of Infor-

ation EXtractors), which is a method to evaluate, compare, and then

ank web information extraction proposals. It overcomes the prob-

ems that we have found in the literature since it reduces the bias that

researcher can introduce in the results because it is automated; it

an easily accommodate new performance measures as they are de-

ised and proven to be adequate in our context because it is open; it

oes not commit to a particular kind of extractor, but has been de-

igned to rank as many proposals as possible because it is agnostic;

t provides a clear guideline regarding how the experimental envi-

onment must be set up, with a special emphasis on selecting the

ost appropriate set of performance measures so that the conclu-

ions are global and unbiased; it provides a method to compute as

any evaluation splits as possible out of the datasets available; it

rovides a method to compute the experimental data that takes into

ccount how matchings are computed and does not neglect unsu-

ervised or heuristic-based proposals; it provides a new statistically-

ound method to purge the experimental data, it also takes into ac-

ount derived measures, and provides a normalisation method that

akes it open; and it provides a statistically sound method to com-

ute per-measure rankings and then combine them all taking into



Fig. 2. Steps of our method.
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account both a researcher’s preferences and the deviations of the per-

formance measures.

Our aim is to reach a widespread agreement so that ARIEX is used

in new papers and articles on web information extraction. Authors

shall benefit from a method that allows them to prove that they have

advanced the state of the art with a proposal that not only introduces

a novel approach to the problem, but beats others in the literature

from an empirical point of view; practitioners shall be able to make

informed decisions regarding which of the proposals in the literature

is the most appropriate for a particular problem.

The rest of the article is organised as follows: Section 2 describes

the details of ARIEX, Section 3 presents a case study that illustrates

how it works in practice, Section 4 reports on the related work, and

Section 5 summarises our conclusions. Appendix A provides an in-

sight into the performance measures that we discuss in the article.

2. Description of our method

ARIEX consists of the steps that are summarised in Fig. 2. The first

step consists in setting up the experimental environment. The sec-

ond step consists in computing a number of evaluation splits, that

is, pairs of learning and testing sets. The third step consists in run-

ning the selected proposals on the previous evaluation splits to gather

raw experimental data, that is, the values of the selected performance

measures as they are computed on the available evaluation splits. The

forth step consists in cooking the raw experimental data as follows:

first, they are purged, then derived measures are computed, and, fi-

nally, the purged data and the derived data are normalised. The fifth

step consists in computing a local ranking per performance measure

and then a global ranking. The last step consists in producing a report

that summarises the study.

In the following subsections, we provide additional details on each

step.

2.1. Step 1: Set up the experimental environment

The experimental environment consists of the hardware and the

software used to evaluate a number of proposals plus some data that

must be provided by a researcher, namely: the proposals to be ranked,
he datasets on which they must be evaluated, the performance mea-

ures to compare them, and the values of the parameters. Typically,

he researcher is an author who has devised a new web information

xtraction proposal and wishes to rank it with respect to others in the

iterature, or a practitioner who needs to extract information from a

eb site and has to make an informed decision regarding which of

he proposals in the literature is the most appropriate.

We provide additional details in the following subsections.

escribe the hardware and the software. Our suggestion is that the re-

earcher should describe the hardware and the software that she or

e used to perform her or his experiments. We do not think that it

s necessary to describe them thoroughly, because it is very unlikely

hat other researchers can reproduce exactly the same environment,

ut it commonly helps have an overall idea of the experimental con-

itions. Clearly, running an experimentation on a mid-class computer

s not the same as running it on a super-computing facility, and this

hould be made explicit so that the efficiency results can be assessed

roperly.

elect some proposals. We suggest that the researcher should se-

ect the most closely-related proposals (where closeness is measured

n terms of conceptual similarity) and some state-of-the-art ones

where state-of-the-art is measured in terms of how recent, sound,

nd/or well-performing they are). The most closely related propos-

ls must be selected because, otherwise, we cannot prove that the

onceptual innovations in a new proposal are worth from a practi-

al point of view; but not only must a new proposal beat the most

losely-related ones, but also others that are conceptually different

ut have proven to achieve good performance.

elect some datasets. Having standard dataset repositories is very im-

ortant since they allow to compare different proposals on a corpora

hat can be carefully selected so that the documents are represen-

ative enough of both the regularities and irregularities with which

eb information extractors have to deal. In other words, such reposi-

ories should provide controlled, well-documented datasets that put

n emphasis on the many difficult cases with which an information
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xtractor has to deal. This makes it impossible that a proposal be eval-

ated only on datasets on which it works very well and, thus, reduces

he chances to bias the results.

The list of public repositories available includes RISE, TBDW, and

IPSTER1; furthermore, Freitag [24] compiled the Seminar Announce-

ent collection, Califf and Mooney [25] compiled the Job Posting col-

ection, and Reuters made available the Reuters-2157 collection on

ompany acquisitions2; other authors have assembled their own pub-

ic repositories [10,26–28] and some conferences have also published

ome repositories, chiefly the MUC conferences.

Note that not every repository provides adequate datasets for ev-

ry proposal. For instance, there are repositories that focus on free-

ext documents and others that focus on semi-structured documents;

here are repositories that focus on single-record documents and oth-

rs that focus on multi-record documents; furthermore, there are

any repositories in which each dataset was gathered from a single

ite and others in which some datasets were gathered from different

ites and are then appropriate for open information extractors only.

researcher must select the repositories and the datasets that are

dequate for the proposals that she or he wishes to rank.

Regarding the number of datasets, there is not a standard in the

iterature. Our suggestion is that there should be at least 20–30

atasets available and that each one should provide at least 20–30

ocuments; these figures are generally considered large enough to

raw statistically solid conclusions [29]. ARIEX requires the datasets

o provide the same number of documents, so that it can create ap-

ropriate evaluation splits. In cases in which the datasets available do

ot provide the same number of documents, our suggestion is to dis-

ard some documents randomly or to split them into several smaller

atasets. The reason why we do not think that the datasets should

rovide more than 20–30 documents is that they all have to be anno-

ated for evaluation purposes, which is a time-consuming and error-

rone task; neither think we that a proposal that requires a large

umber of documents to achieve good results is useful from a practi-

al point of view.

elect some performance measures. Performance measures can be

lassified into effectiveness and efficiency measures. The former fo-

us on assessing the ability of a proposal to discern well between

he information to be extracted and the information to be ignored,

hereas the latter focus on the computing resources that it requires

o do so.

We suggest that the researcher should select a number of ef-

ectiveness measures that must fulfil the following requirements:

a) they must be global, that is, they must provide an overview of

ow a proposal behaves regarding every kind of error it can make;

b) they must not be biased in the presence of unbalanced datasets,

hich are natural in web information extraction; (c) and they must

e extensible from a per-slot level to a per-extractor level in an un-

iased manner. Regarding the efficiency measures, our only require-

ent is that they must be stable, that is, they must not vary signif-

cantly when a proposal is applied multiple times to the same eval-

ation split. Furthermore, the set of selected performance measures

ust fulfil the following requirements: (a) they must be orthogonal,

hat is, they must focus on assessing different complementary aspects

f performance in an attempt to provide as a wide view of a proposal

s possible; (b) and there must not be many measures, since, other-

ise, their individual contribution to the global ranking blurs easily.

We propose to use three types of effectiveness measures in ARIEX,

amely: (a) error-related measures, which must assess the errors that
1 These repositories are available at http://www.isi.edu/info-agents/RISE, http://

aisen.cc.kyushu-u.ac.jp/TBDW/, and http://www.itl.nist.gov/iaui/894.02/related_

rojects/tipster, respectively.
2 The Reuters collection is available at http://www.daviddlewis.com/resources/

estcollections/reuters21578.

r

p

t

i

T

s

proposal makes, that is, the slot instances that are not correctly ex-

racted or discarded; (b) generalisation ability, which must assess the

bility of a proposal to work well with as few documents as possi-

le; (c) and failure-related measures, which must assess the mistakes

hat are not due to a proposal itself, but its available implementation.

egarding efficiency, our proposal is to use both time- and memory-

elated measures.

We have surveyed the literature, and we have found that there are

variety of performance measures that we have carefully analysed.

ur conclusion is that the following ones fulfil our requirements and

re then very appropriate in the context of ARIEX: the area under the

OC curve (AUC-ROC) as the error-related measure, the performance

nee (PK) as the generalisation measure, the failure ratio (FR) as the

ailure-related measure, plus learning time (LT) and extraction time

ET) as time-related measures, and learning memory (LM) and ex-

raction memory (EM) as memory-related measures. Note that our

roposal clearly deviates from the literature, where precision- and

ecall-related measures are the standard, but we have proved that

urs are more adequate in our context. In Appendix A, we justify our

ecision and provide enough details regarding each of the previous

easures.

et parameters. Regarding the parameters of ARIEX, the researcher is

equested to set α, which is the significance level at which statistical

ests are performed, γ , which is the number of repetitions performed

o create evaluation splits, ω, which is a vector with the weights of

he performance measures according to the researcher’s preferences,

nd η, which is a performance measure that we wish to use to purge

ur experimental data.

In the literature, α is typically set to 0.05, which provides 95% sta-

istical confidence. We suggest setting γ to a value in range 10–20

hich generally leads to a sufficiently large number of sets of evalua-

ion splits. The weights of the performance measures are completely

p to the researcher. Regarding η, our suggestion is to use the area

nder the ROC curve, since our survey of the literature reveals that

his is the most appropriate measure in our context, cf. Appendix A.

.2. Step 2: Create evaluation splits

Before using the selected datasets, we need to split them into eval-

ation splits, that is, pairs of learning and testing sets. Note that learn-

ng sets do not actually make sense for proposals that are based on

euristics, so we have to create evaluation splits that are specifically

ailored to these proposals.

Our proposal is to use the sub-sampling method that is presented

n Fig. 3. It takes a collection of datasets as input and returns a set of

valuation splits, i.e., a set of tuples of the form (ls, ts) in which ls de-

otes a learning set and ts denotes a testing set. For every dataset, the

ethod first sets h to half its size and then repeats the following steps

times: it first creates two reservoirs of documents called r1, which

tores a random half of the documents in the corresponding dataset,

nd r2, which stores the other half. Then, it iterates h times and up-

ates a learning set that is initialised to an empty set and a testing set

hat is initialised to the documents in the second reservoir. In each it-

ration, a random document from the first reservoir is selected and

sed to grow the previous learning set, as long as it has not been

elected previously; furthermore, a document is removed from the

revious testing set. The result that is returned by the method is up-

ated with two tuples in each iteration: the first one is of the form (lss,

2), and it is intended to be used as an evaluation set for rule-based

roposals; note that the learning set grows in each iteration, but the

esting set remains the same so that it is easy to evaluate how grow-

ng the learning set has an impact on the effectiveness of a proposal.

he second one is of the form (∅, tsh+1−s); note that these evaluation

plits are appropriate for heuristic-based proposals because they do

http://www.isi.edu/info-agents/RISE
http://daisen.cc.kyushu-u.ac.jp/TBDW/
http://www.itl.nist.gov/iaui/894.02/related_projects/tipster
http://www.daviddlewis.com/resources/testcollections/reuters21578


Fig. 3. Method to compute evaluation splits.

Fig. 4. Method to compute raw experimental data.
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not have a learning phase and consequently do not require a learning

set.

2.3. Step 3: Compute raw experimental data

Computing the raw experimental data consists in running every

proposal on the appropriate evaluation splits, depending on whether

they are rule-based or heuristic-based, and then collecting the non-

derived performance measures that the researcher has selected.

Fig. 4 shows the method that we propose to use. It works on a col-

lection of proposals, a collection of measures, and a collection of eval-

uation splits; it computes a map called result in which pairs (p, s) of

proposals and evaluation splits are associated with maps d that asso-

ciate every performance measure with the value that was computed

regarding proposal p on evaluation split s. In other words, the exper-

imental data can be interpreted as a map from pairs of proposals and

evaluation splits onto the corresponding values of the measures. Note

that not every evaluation split is appropriate to run every proposal:

rule-based proposals can work on evaluation splits that provide both
a learning and a testing set, whereas heuristic-based proposals must

be run on evaluation splits that provide a testing set only.

Our experience proves that there are cases in which it is not possi-

le to compute the performance measures regarding a given proposal

n a given evaluation split because there is a bug in the implementa-

ion or it simply takes too long or consumes too much memory and

annot be executed. Note that such failures must be recorded as miss-

ng values; such values shall later be used to compute failure-related

erived measures.

The method to gather the experimental data is straightforward,

ut computing confusion matrices or dealing with unsupervised and

euristic-based proposals is, however, a little more involved. In the

ollowing subsections, we provide additional details.

omputing confusion matrices. The documents in the input datasets

ust be annotated; that is, a person must have labelled every piece

f information to be extracted with a user-defined slot; the informa-

ion that is not to be extracted is assumed to be implicitly labelled as

elonging to a pre-defined null slot. Given a testing set, it is not diffi-

ult to compute the exact matchings, that is, the pieces of information



Fig. 5. Cases when computing matchings.
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Fig. 6. Method to map extracted slots onto actual slots.
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hat are correctly or incorrectly extracted as belonging to a given slot.

he problem is how to compute inexact matchings. Such matchings

re common, for instance, with proposals that work on DOM trees

ince DOM nodes are very likely not to be perfectly aligned with the

nformation to be extracted.

To introduce our proposal, we assume that S = {s1, s2, . . . , sn} de-

otes the set of slots on which we are working. Given a testing

et, we need to compute n confusion matrices of the form Ci =
(t pi, tni, f pi, f ni), where i ranges in the set of slots S, tpi denotes the

umber of true positives for slot i, tni denotes the number of true neg-

tives for slot i, fpi denotes the number of false positives for slot i, and

ni denotes the number of false negatives for slot i. To compute these

atrices, it is necessary to analyse each slot in isolation and repre-

ent the documents as sequences of slot instances; note that given a

lot s, its instances lead to positive matchings and the instances of the

ther slots, including the null slot, lead to negative matchings. Fig. 5

llustrates both cases and how we propose to deal with them, namely:

Case 1: positive matching. In this case, the document provides an

actual instance of slot s that has m tokens, p of which are ex-

tracted as belonging to that slot, whereas the remaining m − p

tokens are extracted as belonging to another slot or not ex-

tracted at all. In such a case, our proposal is to count the ra-

tio of tokens that are correctly extracted as the number of true

positives in this matching, that is, t p = p/m; similarly, the ratio

of tokens that are not correctly extracted as belonging to slot s

must be computed as false negatives, that is, f n = (m − p)/m.

Note that if m = p, then it means that every token in the ac-

tual instance of the slot has been extracted correctly, in which

case there is an exact matching that contributes with one true

positive and zero false negatives, as expected. Note that if p >

m, then the remaining p − m tokens shall be counted as false

positives in the following case.

Case 2: negative matching. In this case, the document does not

provide an instance of slot s, that is, the slot at a given position

is a slot different from s, possibly the null slot. Again, we can

assume that the slot has m actual tokens, that p such tokens

are extracted as belonging to slot s, and that m − p tokens are

not extracted as belonging to slot s. In this case, our proposal

is to count (m − p)/m true negatives, since this is the ratio of

tokens that have not been extracted as belonging to slot s, and

to count p/m false positives, since this is the ratio of tokens

that have been incorrectly extracted as belonging to slot s. Note

that if m = p, then every token has been incorrectly extracted

as belonging to slot s, in which case it contributes to the count

with one false positive and zero true negatives, as expected. If

p > m, then the corresponding p − m tokens are computed as

true positives in the previous case.

ealing with unsupervised and heuristic-based proposals. In the case

f supervised proposals, it is not difficult to compute matchings be-

ause they learn extraction rules that are specifically tailored to ex-

racting information as belonging to one of the slots that the user has
efined in the input datasets. In the case of unsupervised or heuristic-

ased proposals, the problem is complicated by the fact that they ig-

ore the annotations in the input datasets since they were devised to

earn to extract as much information as possible from them, which is

ssigned to computer-generated slots. It is the user who must anal-

se the resulting computer-generated slots and map them onto user-

efined slots, that is, she or he must assign a meaning to them.

Since we are interested in an automated method, we have to per-

orm the previous mapping automatically. Recall that we require the

esearcher who uses ARIEX to decide on a so-called purging measure

o which we refer to as η. Such measure is an effectiveness measure

hat is expected to provide a good overview of how good a proposal is

nd then helps purge the experimental data. We can use it to deal

ith unsupervised and heuristic-based proposals as shown in the

ethod in Fig. 6. This method gets a collection of actual slots, that is,

he pieces of information and their corresponding labels as the user

as provided them in a testing set, and a collection of extracted slots,

hat is, the pieces of information that an information extractor has

eturned when it was run on that testing set. The method then iter-

tes over every pair of actual and extracted slot and computes the

urging measure η on them. It returns a map called result in which

ach extracted slot is associated with the label of the actual slot with

hich the purging measure achieves its maximum value. In our ex-

erience, this mapping is as effective as a handcrafted-mapping, but

t is completely automated.

.4. Step 4: Cook the experimental data

Cooking the experimental data consists in removing some of them

o that the remaining ones can be used to compute the resulting rank-

ngs. First, the data must be purged, then derived measures must be

omputed, and, finally, the experimental data must be normalised.

e provide additional details in the following subsections.



Fig. 7. Method to purge experimental data.

Fig. 8. Method to compute derived data.
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Purging data. In the previous step, we have computed many ex-

perimental data. To perform as a fair comparison as possible, we

have to compare the experimental data that corresponds to the best-

performing evaluation splits. Thus, we have to remove the other splits

as well as those that correspond to proposals that perform very bad.

Recall that we require the researcher to set a purging measure η,

which refers to the measure that ARIEX uses to decide which data

must be removed.

Fig. 7 shows the method that we have designed to purge the exper-

imental data. It takes some experimental data as input and returns a

subset of them. It iterates over the set of proposals in the experimen-

tal data and proceeds in two steps, namely: first, it removes the data

that does not correspond to the best-performing evaluation splits,

and then removes all of the data that correspond to the proposals

that perform very bad according to the selected purging measure.

The complex part of the first step is to compute the set of evalua-

tion splits on which a proposal performs the best. We use the purging

measure to compute a performance knee, that is an inflection point

above which a proposal does not improve as the size of the evalua-

tion splits increases. Computing a performance knee is not straight-

forward; we provide additional details on the method that we have

devised in Appendix A. Once the performance knee is computed, the

data that do not correspond to evaluation splits whose size is equal to

the performance knee can be purged. Note that computing the size of
an evaluation split depends on the proposal: if it is rule-based, then

the size of the evaluation split is computed as the size of the cor-

esponding learning set; if it is heuristic-based, then it is computed

s the size of the corresponding testing set. Note, too, that ARIEX only

eeps γ evaluation splits for a proposal that is not purged, all of which

re the size of the best-performing evaluation splits found for that

roposal.

The second step removes the data that correspond to proposals

hat are very bad. These are the proposals that do not achieve a value

or the purging measure above a minimum acceptable value when

t is computed on a per-extractor level. Recall that our suggestion is

o use the area under the ROC curve as the purging measure; it is

ell-known that proposals whose area under the ROC curve is below

.50 perform worse than a random guess [30], which we consider bad

nough to discard them.

omputing derived data. The data that we have got from the exper-

mentation are computed on a per-evaluation-split basis. That is, a

roposal is run on an evaluation split and the corresponding perfor-

ance measures are computed. There are some measures that cannot

e computed that way, but must be derived from the experimental

ata once it is purged.

Fig. 8 presents the method that we propose to compute the de-

rived measures. It works on some purged experimental data and



Fig. 9. Method to normalise experimental data.
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eturns a map in which every pair of the form (p, null) is associated

ith another map d; p is a proposal and null denotes that the evalu-

tion was not performed on a particular evaluation split, but derived

rom the existing ones; d is a map in which every derived measure is

ssociated with its corresponding value.

Previously, we mentioned that our proposal is to compute the per-

ormance knee (PK) and the failure ratio (FR) as derived measures.

hey both can be easily computed on the purged data, namely: com-

uting the performance knee is straightforward since we actually

omputed it in the previous step and discarded the evaluation splits

ith different sizes, so we only have to see what the size of the re-

aining evaluation splits is; computing the failure ratio amounts to

ounting the number of missing values in the input data and calcu-

ating the ratio to the total number of values.

ormalising the experimental data. Unfortunately, the performance

easures do not range within the same intervals and their goodness

re different, namely: the area under the ROC curve (AUC-ROC) ranges

etween 0.00 and 1.00 and the greater the better (recall that propos-

ls whose AUC-ROC is equal or less than 0.50 are discarded when the

xperimental data are purged); the performance knee (PK) ranges be-

ween 1 and an arbitrarily large number and the smaller the better;

he failure ratio (FR) ranges between 0.00 and 1.00 and the smaller

he better; the learning time (LT) and the extraction time (ET) range

etween 0.00 CPU seconds and an arbitrarily large number and the

maller the better; finally, the learning memory (LM) and the extrac-

ion memory (EM) range between 0.00 GiB and an arbitrarily large

umber and the smaller the better.

Fig. 9 presents the method that we propose to normalise the ex-

erimental data within range 0.00..1.00, so that the lower bound cor-

esponds to bad values and the upper bound corresponds to good val-

es. That transformation can be performed easily since it amounts to

ranslating the range of each performance measure and then com-

uting its complement if that measure needs to be minimised. Note

hat this method works on the purged experimental data, which is a

ap in which each pair of proposal p and evaluation split s is associ-

ted with a map d that associates every performance measure with

he value that was computed regarding proposal p on evaluation split

. (Recall that the evaluation split may be null in the case of derived

easures.) The method to normalise the data transforms them into a

ew map in which each pair of proposal p and measure m is associ-
ted with the set W′ of normalised values of that measure regarding

hat proposal. (In the pseudo-code, x div y equals x/y if y �= 0.00; oth-

rwise, it equals 1.00.)

.5. Step 5: Compute rankings

This step of ARIEX consists in computing the final results, which

onsists of a number of local rankings and a global ranking. In the

ollowing subsections, we provide additional details on the methods

hat we propose.

omputing local rankings. Fig. 10 presents our method to compute

he local rankings. It works on the normalised experimental data and

eturns a map in which each measure is associated with an ordered

ollection of proposals. It compares every pair of proposals regarding

very measure using Wilcoxon’s Rank-Sum test [29]. Note that only

airs of different proposals are compared and that the order in which

he comparison is performed is irrelevant; in the pseudo-code, we as-

ume that ≺ denotes an arbitrary ordering of the proposals, e.g., the

exicographic ordering. The test returns a p-value that, according to

onferroni’s correction, has to be compared to the statistical signif-

cance level α set by the researcher divided by the number of com-

arisons to be performed, which is (k2 − k)/2, where k denotes the

umber of proposals to be compared. In the case of derived measures,

he experimental data provides only a value; in such cases Wilcoxon’s

ank-Sum trivially returns 0.00 if the measures to be compared have

ifferent values, and 1.00 if the values are the same. Both sets H0 and

1 store triplets of the form (m, p1, p2); the triplets in H0 indicate the

airs of proposals for which the ranking data does not provide enough

vidence to conclude that they behave differently regarding the per-

ormance measure; the triplets in H1 indicate the pairs of proposals

or which the ranking data provides enough evidence to consider that

hey behave differently regarding the performance measure.

Unfortunately, the previous procedure does not necessarily result

n a total pre-order. Generally speaking, such situations occur when

here is a minimal sequence of proposals 〈p1, p2, . . . , pn〉 such that

ilcoxon’s Rank-Sum test does not find enough evidence to conclude

hat pi behaves differently from pi+1 for every i = 1 . . . n − 1, but it

nds enough evidence to conclude that p1 behaves differently from

n. Our proposal to transform such chains into total pre-orders is to

reak them assuming that pj does not behave like p j+1, where pj and

p j+1 (1 ≤ j < n) denote the pair of proposals for which Wilcoxon’s



Fig. 10. Method to compute local rankings.
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Rank-Sum test returns the smallest p-value above the significance

level α; in other words, we suggest selecting the couple of proposals

for which the experimental data provides more evidence that they

behave differently. There is obviously a chance to make a mistake,

but it is the only way to transform the results of Wilcoxon’s Rank-

Sum test into a total pre-order. Note that the decision might be taken

arbitrarily at any other point in the chain and the results would be the

same: there is only a chance to make a mistake at the point where the

chain is arbitrarily broken.

Computing a global ranking. To compute a global ranking, we need

to combine the experimental data to produce a single scalar value

per proposal. Recall that ARIEX requires the researcher to provide a

vector ω that assigns each performance measure a weight according

to her or his preferences. That weight is used as follows to compute a

rank for each proposal p:

K p =
∑

m∈measures

ωm K p
m

where ωm denotes the weight that a researcher has assigned to mea-

sure m and K
p
m is a rank regarding that measure, where m ranges in

the set of measures selected by the researcher and p ranges in the set

f proposals. (Obviously, the sum of the weights must equal 1.00.) We

ropose to compute K
p
m as follows:

K p
m = mdr

p
m

max
p∈proposals

mdr
p
m

where mdr
p
m represents a mean-to-deviation ratio that is com-

puted as follows:

mdr
p
m =

⎧⎨
⎩

(μp
m)2

σ p
m

if σ p
m �= 0.00

μp
m otherwise

where μp
m denotes the mean value of measure m regarding proposal

p, and σ p
m its standard deviation. Note that this ratio maps every mea-
ure onto a value that weights its mean value with the inverse co-

fficient of deviation (μp
m/σ p

m) as long as the standard deviation is

ot zero; intuitively, the smallest the coefficient of deviation with re-

pect to the mean value, the better that measure because it is more

table. The cases in which the standard deviation is zero typically cor-

espond to derived measures, for which only one value is collected;

n such cases, the mean-to-deviation ratio is trivially defined as the

ean value.

Fig. 11 presents the method that we propose to compute the global

anking. It iterates twice over the set of pairs of proposals and mea-

ures. In the first iteration, it computes a map called mdr that maps

very pair of proposal p and measure m onto its corresponding mean-

to-deviation ratio. In the second iteration, it computes the resulting

ranks and stores them in map result.

.6. Step 6: Produce a report

The last step of ARIEX consists in producing a report in which the

esults of the previous steps are summarised and commented by the

researcher. Below, we present a suggestion regarding how to organise

it.

Abstract. As usual, the abstract must provide a short overview of the

report and highlight the original findings.

Experimental environment. The goal of this section is to provide an

overview of the experimental environment. Our suggestion is to or-

ganise it as follows:

Hardware and software. Regarding the hardware, we suggest that

the researcher should report on the processors, the mother-

board, the memory, the persistent storage, and whether it was

virtual or bare metal. Regarding the software, we suggest that

the researcher should report on the operating system, the vir-

tual machines, and the libraries used, if applicable. She or he

should also report on the changes that were conducted to cus-

tomise the default configurations, if any.



Fig. 11. Method to compute a global ranking.
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Proposals. For each proposal, the report should list its name, key

references to the literature, a classification (that is, whether it

is rule-based or heuristic-based, supervised or unsupervised in

the case of rule-based proposals, free-text or semi-structured,

and open or closed), the implementation used in the experi-

ments, and some comments that may help the reader under-

stand key facts regarding it.

Performance measures. We suggest that the researcher should

organise the measures in categories since our experience

proves that this usually helps understand their importance

better. For each measure, the report should list its name,

whether it is derived or not, its definition, the interval in which

it ranges, its goodness, and its weight (ω). The report should

also make it clear what the selected purging measure is (η)

and provide a justification regarding their weights. (Please, re-

call that we have made some suggestions regarding the most

appropriate measures, but our method is open to accommo-

date new measures as they are proven to be adequate in our

context.)

Datasets. For each dataset, the report should list its name and ver-

sion, the web site from which it was downloaded, the number

of documents that it provides, and how large they are in aver-

age. We suggest that the datasets should be grouped in cate-

gories according to their topic and that the researcher should

list the slots that were extracted in each category.

Statistics. The researcher must report on the significance

level that she or he selected (α) and the number of

repetitions set in the method to compute the evaluation

splits (γ ).

xperimental data. This section must report on the experimental

ata that was computed from the experiments. Our suggestion is to

rganise it as follows:
Non-derived measures. Note that the amount of data regarding

these measures is typically huge. Including them in the report

makes little sense and would be of little interest, since they are

too many data for a person to understand them. It is, however,

interesting to try to learn from these data how a proposal

behaves in practice regarding the non-derived performance

measures. Our suggestion is to provide charts and tables re-

garding the mean values of the measures, which may provide

a rough intuition regarding how a proposal behaves, and

then use the least squares regression method to compute the

approximation that maximises the determination coefficient

R2. The researcher should comment on how the conceptual

innovations in each proposal are reflected on the results.

She or he should, however, avoid comparing the results to

each other, since they just provide a rough approximation

to how each proposal behaves. Note that the points in the

charts and tables are averaged from many data, and such

values do not take the distribution of values into account;

as a conclusion, comparing them might lead to wrong con-

clusions that cannot be supported from a statistical point of

view.

Derived measures. We suggest that the report should present

them in a table or a chart and comment on their values from a

conceptual point of view. Our proposal is to compute the per-

formance knee and the failure ratio as derived measures. The

researcher should reflect on the experimental results and try

to discern the conceptual reason why a proposal has a lower

performance knee than the others. Furthermore, she or he

should also reflect on the reasons why the failure ratio of a pro-

posal is not zero; it is very important to discern if the failures

were due to an intrinsic feature of a proposal or a bug in its

implementation.

Purged proposals. If a proposal was removed because it did not

achieve a value above the minimum allowable threshold for

the purging measure, then the researcher should comment on

the conceptual reasons why that happened.

ankings. This section must report on the rankings computed by

RIEX. Our suggestion is to organise it as follows:

Local rankings. We suggest that the report should present them

in a table in which the empirical rankings should be listed, and

then the p-values computed by Wilcoxon’s Rank-Sum test on

every pair of proposals regarding every performance measure;

the table should also report on the statistical ranking com-

puted using the method that we have proposed.

Global ranking. We suggest that the report should present the

global ranking in a table and a chart. The researcher should

comment on the results and provide a conceptual explanation.

onclusions. The report should include a section in which the re-

earcher summarises her or his conclusions from conducting the ex-

erimental study, evaluating, and comparing the proposals that she

r he selected.

ibliography. The report should include references to the literature

here further information on the proposals, the datasets, or other

ey issues can be found.

. A case study

In this section, we present one of the many case studies that we

ave conducted to polish our proposal. Below, we present the corre-

ponding report.



Table 1

Proposals analysed in our case study.

Name References Classification Implementation

P0 - Rule-based (supervised), semi-structured, closed Java 7

P1 - Heuristic-based, semi-structured, closed Java 7

P2 - Rule-based (unsupervised), semi-structured, closed Java 7

P3 - Rule-based (supervised), semi-structured, closed Java 7

P4 - Rule-based (supervised), semi-structured, closed Java 7

Table 2

Performance measures used in our case study.

E

c

Abstract. In this case study, we have evaluated, compared, and

ranked five proposals to which we refer to as P0, P1, P2, P3, and P4.

We keep them anonymous because it is not our intention to con-

tribute with a ranking of a few existing proposals, but to illustrate

how ARIEX works in practice so that it can serve as a guideline for

other researchers. Our study clearly reveals that analysing the experi-

mental data intuitively can very easily lead to wrong conclusions that

are not supported from a statistical point of view.

Experimental environment. Next, we report on the experimental en-

vironment that we used in our study.

Hardware and software. The experiments were run on a virtual

computer that was equipped with four Intel Xeon E7-4807

cores that ran at 1.87 GHz, had 4 GiB of RAM, and 16 GiB of

persistent storage. The motherboard was a Supermicro X8QB6.

All of the proposals were run using the Oracle Java Develop-

ment Kit 1.7.9_02. The operating system was Microsoft Win-

dows 7 Pro 64-bit. The regular expression engine required by

some proposals was provided by GNU RegEx 1.1.4. Some pro-

posals required the input documents to be cleaned before run-

ning on them; we used JTidy R938 and JSoup 1.8.2. No changes

to the default configuration of the hardware or the software

were made.

Proposals. Table 1 summarises the proposals that we have

studied. They all work on semi-structured documents and are

closed, but differ significantly regarding the techniques on

which they rely, namely: P0 refers to a very simple baseline

that uses rules of the form L − R, where L and R are 5-token

disjunctive patterns that match the left and the right of the

information that has been annotated in the learning sets;

P1 is a heuristic-based proposal that compares a number of

documents to find the differences amongst them, which are

returned as the extracted information; P2 is a rule-based,

unsupervised proposal that also finds differences amongst

a number of documents and generalises them into a regular

expression with variables that capture the differences; P3

is a hybrid proposal that first learns the structure of the

information using an automata and then learns transition

conditions using a standard machine-learning technique; and
P4 is a proposal that learns DOM-based extraction rules using

a propositional inductive logic technique.

Performance measures. Table 2 summarises the performance

measures that we have used. We have adhered to the sugges-

tions that we have made in the previous section; additional

details are provided in Appendix A. Note that we have grouped

the measures into effectiveness measures, whose weight is

70%, learning efficiency measures, whose weight is 10%, and

extraction efficiency measures, whose weight is 20%. These fig-

ures reflect our opinion that it is very important that a pro-

posal be very effective and efficient at extracting information,

but the time to learn a rule set, if applicable, is not a concern

nowadays; however, it must not be completely neglected be-

cause, other things equal, the learning efficiency can make a

difference between two proposals.

Datasets. Table 3 summarises the datasets that we have used. We

selected 40 datasets from Sleiman and Corchuelo’s repository

(version 1.0) [31]. They were grouped in the following cate-

gories: books, movies, cars, events, doctors, jobs, realty, and

sport players. From each dataset, we randomly selected a sub-

set of 30 documents and we extracted records of the form

Record{attribute1, attribute2, . . . , attributen}.

Statistics. We set the significance level to α = 0.05 and the num-

ber of repetitions in the method to compute the evaluation

splits to γ = 10.

xperimental data. Next, we report on the measures that we have

ollected.

Non-derived measures. Tables 4–6 report on the mean values

that we gathered regarding the non-derived measures (before

purging them) and Table 7 presents the best approximations

that we have found.

Regarding the area under the ROC curve, note that all of the

proposals seem to behave logarithmically with respect to the

size of the evaluation splits (S), except for P0, which seems

to behave linearly. Regarding the proposals that learn rules,

the logarithmic behaviour was expected because the larger an

evaluation split, the more learning documents are available,



Table 3

Datasets used in our case study.

Category Site Slots Size (KiB)

Abe Books 37.65

Awesome Books 20.15

Books Better World Books Book{title, author, price, isbn, year} 125.23

Many Books 26.84

Waterstones 79.68

IMDB 97.35

Disney Movies 47.26

Movies Albania Movies Movie{title, director, actor, year, runtime} 5.7

All Movies 33.79

Soul Films 28.48

Auto Trader 183.51

Car Max 67.26

Cars Car Zone Car{model, colour, engine, price, transmission} 71.05

Classic Cars for Sale 76.02

Internet Autoguide 154.22

Linked In 9.89

All Conferences 17.83

Events Mbendi Event{date, place, title, url} 6.95

Net Lib 2.13

RD Learning 4.23

Web MD 59.23

Ame. Medical Assoc. 24.87

Doctors Dentists Doctor{name, address, phone, specialty} 11.92

Dr. Score 23.78

Steady Health 81.39

Insight into Diversity 30.36

4 Jobs 79.76

Jobs 6 Figure Jobs Job{company, location, category} 72.79

Career Builder 54.17

Job of Mine 23.9

Yahoo! 93.94

Haart 89.64

Real Estate Homes Property{address, beds, baths, size, price} 59.32

Remax 69.98

Trulia 175.39

Player Profiles 20.89

UEFA 63.42

Sport Players ATP World Tour Player{name, birth, hight, weight, club} 135.55

NFL 94.92

Soccer Base 85.02

Table 4

Non-derived effectiveness measures computed in our case study.



Table 5

Non-derived time-related measures computed in our case study.
which increases the chances to learn extraction rules that are

more general and effective. The behaviour of P0 is linear be-

cause the technique on which it relies does not actually at-

tempt to learn a rule set that can generalise the features of the

information to be extracted; the more learning documents, the

more patterns are available, but the technique is far too naive

and hardly can extract information from documents that are

very similar to the learning documents; as a conclusion, it is

not surprising that it behaves linearly, with a very small slope.

Before concluding, we would like to highlight that proposal P0

cannot achieve a value for AUC-ROC greater than 0.50, which

means that it behaves worse than a random guess and can then

be removed from our study.

Regarding the learning time and the extraction time, all of the

proposals seem to behave linearly, with small slopes; this con-

firms that they are very scalable and are then appropriate to

deal with large datasets. Furthermore, the learning times range

from a few milliseconds to quarter a minute and the extraction

times range from a few milliseconds to a few seconds, which

is reasonable in this context. Note that proposal P1 is based on

heuristics, so it does not have a learning phase; thus the learn-

ing times are 0.00 seconds in every case.
Regarding the learning and extraction memory, they also seem

to require an amount of memory that evolves linearly as the

size of the evaluation splits increases; this is again a good piece

of news since it confirms that all of the proposals are scalable

in practice. Note that it is commonly required a little more

memory to learn a rule set than to apply it, but the overall

memory footprint seems very small in every case. Again, the

learning memory required by P1 is 0.00 GiB in every case be-

cause it is a heuristic-based proposal.

• Derived measures. Table 8 reports on the derived measures that

we have computed.

• Regarding the performance knee, note that both propos-

als P0 and P1 seem to require 15 documents so that they

are able to achieve their best performance, which seems to

be a clear indication that they might improve a little more

if more documents were available in the evaluation splits;

note, however, that 15 documents can be considered a large

number, chiefly because it is necessary to annotate all of the

information to be extracted so that the effectiveness mea-

sures can be computed. P2 seems to achieve its best per-

formance with 12 documents, P3 with 11 documents, and



Table 6

Non-derived memory-related measures computed in our case study.

R

i

P4 with only 9 documents. Recall that P0 does not actu-

ally attempt to generalise rule sets, but uses prefixes and

suffixes verbatim; thus, the more documents available, the

more chances that the extraction rule set captures enough

sequences of tokens so that the technique can extract cor-

rect information from the testing sets. On the contrary, P1

is a heuristic-based proposal that finds differences amongst

documents, so the more documents, the more variability

and the easier to infer which information has to be ex-

tracted. Proposal P2 is similar in spirit to P1, since it also

compares differences amongst documents, so it also re-

quires a relatively high number of documents to achieve its

best performance. Proposals P3 and P4, which are based on

standard machine-learning techniques seem to be the best

at producing general-enough rules from as few as 11 or 9

documents, respectively.

• Regarding the failure ratio, note that proposals P0, P1, and

P2 have failed on some datasets. P0 failed in 13.00% of the

evaluation splits; after working this issue out, we found

that the problem was the library that it uses to implement

regular expressions, which uses a backtracking parser that

fails to match some regular expressions of the form α|αβ .
P1 and P2 failed in 6.00% of the evaluation splits because

they cannot work on a single document, so there were

many evaluation splits on which they could not work.

ankings. Next, we report on the local rankings and the global rank-

ng that we have computed.

Local rankings. Table 9 reports on the local rankings that we have

computed. The first column reports on the empirical ranks,

as they are computed from the empirical data after purging

and normalising them. They are computed very straightfor-

wardly since they only require to average the values of the cor-

responding measures regarding every proposal. Then come the

p-values that were computed using Wilcoxon’s Rank-Sum test.

Since we set the confidence level to its standard value α = 0.05

and we have to compare 4 proposals, that means that we have

to perform 6 comparisons on the same data. In other words,

the decision boundary for the test is α/6 = 8.33 10−3. In the

table, we have highlighted the p-values that are below this

decision boundary and thus indicate that there is enough evi-

dence in the experimental data to conclude that the difference

in rank amongst two given proposals is statistically significant.

The last column reports on the resulting statistical rank. Note
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Best approximations of non-derived measures computed in our case study.
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that Wilcoxon’s Rank-Sum test does not lead to a total pre-

order in the case of the area under the ROC curve: according

to the test, there is not enough evidence to conclude that P1

behaves differently from P2; neither is there enough evidence

to conclude that P2 behaves differently from P3; but there is

enough evidence to conclude that P1 behaves differently from

P3. To transform this into a total pre-order, we decided to break

the chain at the comparison between P2 and P3, since this is

the comparison for which Wilcoxon’s Rank-Sum test returns

the smallest p-value above the significance level, that is, the

couple of proposals for which the data provides more evidence

that they behave differently. The result is that we rank P3 and

P4 in a group and P1 and P2 in a different group.

Global ranking. Table 10 reports on the global ranking that we

have computed. According to the weights that we have as-

signed to the performance measures, the best-performing pro-

posal is P3, which is closely followed by P4, and then come

P2 and P1. This result is not surprising at all because the lo-

cal rankings make a clear difference between P3 and P4 and

the other proposals regarding effectiveness. Although there is

a clear difference regarding learning time, too, they all range

within a few seconds, which does not make an actual differ-

ence according to our preferences. There is also a difference

regarding the extraction time, but not large enough to com-

pensate for the superior effectiveness of P3 and P4.

Conclusions. In this case study, we have evaluated and compared five

proposals in the literature.

P0 was a simple baseline, and it did not prove to be competitive

enough with regard to the other proposals. It was removed from the

comparison because it could not achieve an area under the ROC curve

better than 0.50, which means that it performs worse than a random

guess.

The best performing proposal was P3, which is a hybrid attempt

to leverage standard machine-learning techniques that has proven

to learn rule sets that are very effective and efficient. This proves

that the idea of using these kind of techniques is very promising in

the context of semi-structured documents. Such approaches have not
een paid much attention in the literature, which means that it is

orth exploring them. P4, which is based on inductive logic program-

ing, ranks very close to P3, which is also an indication that trying to

everage standard machine-learning techniques is a good idea.

P1 and P2 rank at the bottom. None of them requires the user to

rovide an annotated learning set and they do their best at finding

he differences amongst the documents on which they work, which

s very likely a super-set of the information to be extracted. However,

heir inability to take the user knowledge into account has a clear

mpact on their performance.

ibliography. This section is intentionally blank in this case study be-

ause we decided to keep the proposals anonymous.

. Related work

In the following subsections, we first summarise the proposals

hat we have found in the literature; we then discuss on their key

eatures and how they address the key questions that we have identi-

ed regarding a good ranking method; in every case, we make a point

f highlighting how ARIEX advances the state of the art.

.1. Review of the literature

We have found many informal methods in the general literature

n information extraction, plus a few formal ones. In this section, we

summarise our key findings regarding them.

The literature on information extractors. We have surveyed many pro-

posals on web information extraction [2–8]. Our conclusion is that

they provide a foundation and some guidelines to evaluate and com-

pare information extraction proposals, but not formal methods that

have the key features or address the key questions that we have iden-

tified. Obviously, their focus was not to provide such a method, but

to support the idea that the new proposals that they introduced were

better than others in the literature.

There are a few proposals that are a little surprising because

they do not report on any experimental results [32–34] or report

on very few [35,36], which does not contribute at all to drawing

solid conclusions. Most of the remaining proposals provide enough

empirical results, which helps support the conclusions better, but

the methods used to evaluate and compare them were not solid

enough.

Regarding the experimental environment, only a few proposals

have paid attention to describing the hardware and the software used

in the evaluation process [11,31,37]. Regarding comparing the results,

it was surprising that many proposals were not compared to oth-

ers at all, but to some variations of themselves that resulted from

changing the values of their configuration parameters [4,15,36,38–

49]. It was also surprising that not many proposals were evaluated

on at least 20 datasets, which is the minimum that we recommend

[11,13,26,31,39,41,44,48,50–52]; a few other proposals were evalu-

ated on 10–20 datasets, which still amounts to a significant number

of experiments [38,53]; the others were evaluated on less than 10

datasets, which we do not think is acceptable to draw conclusions.

Regarding effectiveness, all of the proposals report on precision,

recall, and the F1 score. Only a few report on the learning curves as

a means to assess their ability to learn good extraction rules from as

few documents as possible [13,25,44,54,55]. A few ones reported on

the minimum number of documents that they require to learn effec-

tive extraction rules [14,15,48,52]. Unfortunately, very few proposals

report on efficiency measures [11,15,31,38,40,53,56,57].

It is not commonly clear how the evaluation splits were created,

ince the procedure to create them is not mentioned at all; in some

ases, it is unclear if the evaluation sets were different from the

earning sets. According to the few cases in which this information
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Derived measures computed in our case study.
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s provided, it seems that the favourite method is 10-fold cross vali-

ation [25,54,55,57] or a variant [13,45,57]. A few authors also used

epeated random splits in which the documents available were ran-

omly selected as learning or evaluation documents multiple times.

n many cases, the partition was 50%–50% [11,24,58–60], but there are

ases in which the learning set was smaller than the evaluation set

38,39,46,52,53] and vice versa [44,47,54,55,61]. Summing up, most

roposals used testing sets that were not larger than the correspond-

ng learning sets. A few proposals used a single random split, that is,

hey did not repeat the procedure multiple times [11,39,46,47,53,61].

any proposals that work on free-text documents used the official

esting sets that were released at the MUC conferences [42,43,55,62].

Regarding how the experimental data are used, it seems that ev-

ry of the previous proposals analyses the data themselves, without

ooking them. Furthermore, the results are analysed from a statisti-

al point of view in very few cases [31,37] which makes it difficult to

ssess if the differences found amongst a number of proposals are sta-

istically significant or not. Finally, no global rankings are computed;

he proposals are compared according to different measures in isola-

ion, but no attempt is made to compute a global ranking.

he literature on formal methods. We have also surveyed the few ex-

sting formal ranking methods. Lehnert and Sundheim [18], Chinchor

t al. [19], and Hirschman [20] range amongst the first authors who
orked on this topic. They worked in the context of the well-known

UC conferences, whose focus was on extracting information from

ree-text documents; they published a number of datasets so that the

roposals that were presented at these conferences could be evalu-

ted using a semi-automatic software tool that computed precision,

ecall, over-generation, and fallout. They proposed to analyse these

easures in isolation with the help of tables and charts; the only ex-

eption was recall and precision, which could be analysed together

ince they can be easily combined thanks to the well-known F1 score.

hey proposed to use an approximate randomisation method to find

roups of proposals that rank equally or differently according to the

alues of the performance measures; this method is not intended to

roduce a ranking automatically, but to help a researcher handcraft

set of per-measure rankings by analysing the corresponding tables

nd charts.

Lavelli et al. [21] criticised the previous work and highlighted

ome common mistakes that authors make when they evaluate and

ompare their proposals. Their work was extended and updated by

reson et al. [22] and Lavelli et al. [23], who reported on the con-

lusions from The Pascal Network of Excellence. They provided a

epository that was composed of 1 100 annotated free-text docu-

ents that were intended to evaluate different systems as homo-

eneously as possible. They also explored some new ideas regard-

ng experimentation, namely: studying how brittle a proposal is by



Table 9

Local rankings computed in our case study.

Table 10

Global ranking computed in our case study.
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using test documents that are sampled from a time frame that is dif-

ferent from the time frame used to collect the learning documents;

studying the impact of 4-fold cross validation on the performance re-

sults; studying the learning curve, that is, how a proposal behaves

as new documents are available in the learning sets; analysing ac-

tive learning strategies, that is, studying how adding new documents
o a learning set using a given heuristic may have an impact on the

earning curve; and studying how enriching a learning set with data

hat comes from unannotated documents may have an impact on the

esults. The proposals were evaluated on the basis of precision, re-

all, and the F1 score using a version of the software tool used in

he MUC conferences. They proposed to use the same approximate
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andomisation method as in the MUC conferences to help produce

he resulting rankings; they also proposed to use the bootstrap

ethod to compute confidence intervals for every performance mea-

ure in an attempt not to draw conclusions from their raw mean val-

es, but to take the effects of randomness into account. Note that the

tatistical tests are not intended to produce a ranking automatically,

ut to help a researcher handcraft a number of per-measure rankings.

.2. Key features

The papers that introduce a new web information extractor do not

rovide enough details regarding whether the informal methods that

hey use are automated or not. We implicitly assume that the authors

ad some automated support to run their experiments and to com-

ute the performance measures, but we do not think that the meth-

ds can be automated because they mostly rely on a researcher com-

enting on the experimental data and producing the resulting rank-

ngs. Neither are they open, since most of them compute precision,

ecall, and the F1 score, or agnostic, since they were devised in the

ontext of a specific proposal. Obviously, the authors’ goal was not

o devise a ranking method, just to evaluate their proposals and to

rovide some evidence that they could beat others in the literature.

The formal methods that we have surveyed are also supported

y tools to compute the performance measures. However, they can-

ot be considered automated methods since they just provide some

uidelines to help a researcher elaborate on the results of the exper-

ments. They propose to use some statistical tests that help compute

he rankings, but they still require a researcher to interpret some ta-

les and charts. Neither are these methods open, since they com-

it to using a number of performance measures and provide spe-

ific guidelines to produce per-measure rankings. Furthermore, all of

he methods focus on ranking supervised free-text proposals, which

eaves out many other proposals in the literature.

The conclusion seems to be that the available informal or formal

ethods in the literature can be considered guidelines that are in-

ended to help researchers produce per-measure rankings. We have

anaged to devise a method that is automated, which reduces the

ias introduced by the researcher, open, since it can accommodate

ew performance measures as they are published and proven to be

ppropriate in our context, and agnostic, since it can be applied to

ny kind of proposal.

.3. Setting up the experimental environment

The papers on web information extraction do not generally put an

mphasis on describing the hardware or the software. They generally

rovide a list with the datasets that were used, but few other details

re presented. They commonly commit to precision, recall, and the F1

cores as effectiveness measures; unfortunately, almost none of them

eports on efficiency measures.

The specific ranking methods do not put an emphasis on describ-

ng the hardware or the software. They all are accompanied with col-

ections of datasets that were devised by a community of researchers.

hey focus almost exclusively on precision- and recall-based mea-

ures; efficiency measures are not taken into account.

The common theme in the literature seems to be that describing

he hardware and the software is usually paid very little attention

nd that the performance measures used just provide a partial view

f how good an information extractor is. In ARIEX, we did not forget

bout describing them.

Regarding the performance measures, it is surprising that most of

he rankings in the literature focus exclusively on effectiveness mea-

ures, and do not provide a clue on efficiency measures. Our method

roposes to use both kinds of measures since, otherwise, the result-

ng rankings would not provide an overall picture of how a proposal

erforms. We propose to use a small set of orthogonal measures, that
s, measures that focus on different performance issues and are com-

lementary to each other. In our survey of the literature, we have also

ound that precision, recall, and the F1 score are the most common

easures, but, unfortunately, it has also revealed that they are not

he most appropriate in our context. The reason is that precision and,

herefore, the F1 score are skewed by unbalanced datasets, which are

ery common in our context.

In ARIEX, we have carefully studied the effectiveness measures

n the literature, and we have selected the most appropriate in our

ontext, cf. Appendix A. Note, however, that the method itself is not

ound with these particular measures; it is open to accommodate

ew measures that might appear in the literature and prove to be ap-

ropriate in our context.

.4. Creating evaluation splits

Generally speaking, it is not clear at all how the evaluation splits

ere created in the papers on web information extraction. In the

ew cases in which that information is provided, the favourite re-

ampling method was k fold-cross validation; a few authors also tried

-repeated random sub-sampling and others borrowed the evalua-

ion splits from other proposals in the literature. Note that reporting

n how the evaluation splits are created is of uttermost importance

ince, otherwise, it is not clear if the results are biased or over-fitted.

Regarding the formal ranking methods, the proposals that orig-

nated in the context of the MUC conferences did not report on a

ethod to create evaluation splits. They provided a single evaluation

plit that was handcrafted by the MUC community, which was obvi-

usly not enough to draw solid conclusions. To overcome this prob-

em, they proposed to use the well-known bootstrap method in order

o compute statistically accurate estimators of the performance mea-

ures. The other proposals simply comment on the methods that have

een used by other authors and suggest that it is important to men-

ion both the proportions between learning and testing sets and the

e-sampling method used to split the datasets. They also encourage

esearchers to use existing learning and testing sets when using stan-

ard datasets and also recommend using as many evaluation splits as

ossible in order to achieve as much statistical significance as possi-

le. Unfortunately, they do not commit to a specific method or anal-

se the pros and cons of the existing proposals.

The standard to create the evaluation splits seems to be the k-

old cross validation method, where k is typically set to 10. We think

hat this is not appropriate in the field of web information extrac-

ion because the learning sets are k − 1 times larger than the test-

ng sets. It is necessary that the testing sets are sufficiently large so

s to reduce the possibilities that a proposal seems to work well or

ad by chance. The problem is that one must provide 100 annotated

ocuments to have 10 test documents, which is a time-consuming

nd error-prone task. Furthermore, all of the evaluation splits are the

ame size, which makes it difficult to analyse how the number of

ocuments may have an impact on the performance of a proposal.

ast, but not least, a dataset may include an outlier document, that is,

document that deviates largely from the others and makes it dif-

cult to extract information from it; unfortunately, that document

hall be in k − 1 learning sets, that is, shall have a negative impact on

very experiment, but one. Furthermore, the method promotes eval-

ating all of the available proposals on the same evaluation splits,

hich we think provides a biased view of their performance since

ome proposals need evaluation splits with only a few learning doc-

ments and others need evaluation splits that have a larger number

f learning documents to achieve good results. Note that evaluating

roposals on different splits does not make the comparison unfair if

he appropriate statistical methods are used; however, the datasets

n which the splits are computed must be the same because, oth-

rwise, the features of the documents would be different and the

omparison would not make sense. Note too, that this method is not
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appropriate for heuristic-based proposals since it uses as many doc-

uments as possible to produce learning sets that these proposals do

not require.

Neither think we that n-repeated random sub-sampling is appro-

priate for our purpose; at least, as it has been instantiated in the

literature. The reason is that authors have used this method to cre-

ate evaluation splits in which, typically, most documents are used for

learning purposes, which we have justified is not appropriate in our

context. Furthermore, all of the evaluation splits are the same size

since the only purpose is to make the choice of documents as ran-

dom as possible, which we have also justified is not appropriate in

our context.

In ARIEX, we propose a sub-sampling method that overcomes the

problems that we have identified. It splits the datasets into a num-

ber of evaluation splits so that there is a set of evaluation splits for

each possible size of the learning or the testing sets, as long as the

size of the learning set never exceeds the size of the testing set. Thus,

ARIEX ensures that the learning sets are not larger than the testing

sets; it can generate a reasonable number of evaluation splits from

relatively small datasets; furthermore, the existence of outlier doc-

uments does not have a negative impact on every evaluation split,

which helps identify them. We run the proposals in their best exper-

imental conditions, which involves computing the size of the evalu-

ation splits on which they perform the best. Thus, every proposal is

likely to use a different evaluation split on the same dataset and the

comparison will be still fair. Heuristic-based proposals can use test-

ing sets that are larger than in the case of k-fold cross validation and

the availability of both learning and testing sets of different sizes al-

lows to compare several proposals regarding their best-performing

evaluation splits.

4.5. Computing raw experimental data

The papers on web information extraction do not generally put

an emphasis on explaining how the experimental data are computed.

The specific ranking methods rely on software tools that set a stan-

dard format for the data and allow to compute the performance mea-

sures automatically, but the user is allowed to make some corrections

interactively.

The effectiveness measures in the literature [63] are commonly

computed from confusion matrices that record the number of true

positives, true negatives, false positives, and false negatives that are

computed in a testing set regarding each slot; such per-slot measures

must later be combined into per-extractor measures. Confusion ma-

trices are well-known in the literature, but there are some issues that

make computing them difficult in our context.

The first issue is regarding how matchings are computed. A cor-

rect matching happens when a piece of information that actually be-

longs to a slot is extracted as belonging to that slot. Intuitively, correct

matchings should be exact, but this interpretation is very restrictive

in practice. It is common that an information extractor produces in-

exact matchings, that is, that it extracts a part of the information of

interest or some spurious information; this is particularly true in the

case of extractors that work on DOM trees, since the text contained

in a DOM node is not usually aligned with the information that is ex-

pected to be extracted. The papers that introduce new information

extraction proposals do not report on how matchings are dealt with.

Regarding the formal methods, the idea of inexact matching was first

introduced by Chinchor et al. [19]; later, Lavelli et al. [23] emphasised

that the way that matchings are computed may have an impact on

the results of an evaluation and then on the final ranking, but they

did not elaborate more on this issue. Chinchor et al. [19] used a sim-

ple approach in which they compute confusion matrices using exact

matchings, but record the number of partial and incorrect matchings;

then, they compute their effectiveness measures using customised

formulae. Their approach is very simple, because they count a partial
matching as half a true positive and an incorrect matching as one false

positive and one false negative. Unfortunately, they reported on prob-

ems to compute true negatives in the case of multi-valued slots; con-

equently, they had trouble to compute the effectiveness measures

hat depend on this count. They had to resort to an interactive post-

rocessing phase in which a user could mend the measures that were

omputed automatically, thus increasing the chances to introduce a

ias in the results. We think that how matchings are computed must

e taken into account when computing confusion matrices, since,

therwise, they do not actually reflect the effectiveness of an infor-

ation extractor, but just provide an approximation. In ARIEX, we

ave devised a method that basically takes into account the ratio of

okens that must have been extracted or discarded with regard to the

okens that have been extracted; it has proven to be both simple and

ffective at dealing with the problem of inexact matchings.

The second issue is regarding how effectiveness measures that are

omputed on a per-slot basis are generalised to per-extractor mea-

ures. In the literature, effectiveness measures generalised by us-

ng macro-, micro-, or weighted averages. Unfortunately, the authors

ave not commonly paid attention to the problem that micro- and

eighted averages are skewed in the context of unbalanced datasets,

hich makes them of little interest in our context [64]. In ARIEX, we

ecommend using macro-averages because they are known not to be

kewed in our context; furthermore, we suggest using the area un-

er the ROC curve as an effectiveness measure and we have found an

fficient means to extend it to a per-extractor level [65].

The third issue is regarding how to compute confusion matrices

hen evaluating an unsupervised or a heuristic-based proposal. If a

roposal is supervised, then it is trained to return pieces of text as

elonging to a specific user-defined slot; contrarily, if a proposal is

nsupervised, then it learns to extract as much information as pos-

ible, which is automatically assigned to computer-generated slots;

euristic-based proposals do not learn extraction rules, but assign the

nformation that they extract directly to computer-generated slots.

he problem is how to map the computer-generated slots onto the

ppropriate user-defined slots so that confusion matrices can be com-

uted. In the papers in which an unsupervised or a heuristic-based

roposal has been evaluated, the authors have handcrafted these

appings, but this is a time consuming task, not to mention error-

rone. In ARIEX, we provide a specific automated method to compute

onfusion matrices for unsupervised and heuristic-based proposals.

.6. Cooking the experimental data

Unfortunately, both the papers on web information extraction and

he formal methods that we have found in the literature use the ex-

erimental data as they are gathered from running the experiments.

owever, we support the idea that the experimentation would be

ess biased and more stringent if each proposal was compared in its

est experimental conditions. Otherwise, the rankings might be bi-

sed because a proposal might seem to perform better than another,

ut the latter might perform better if different evaluation splits were

hosen. Furthermore, there are derived performance measures that

annot be computed on a per-evaluation-split basis, but have to be

omputed from the raw experimental data. It is important that the

ata be normalised, since, otherwise, the differences in range or de-

iation might have an impact on the resulting rankings. Furthermore,

nless the experimental data are normalised, it is very difficult that

ranking method can work with arbitrary sets of performance mea-

ures.

In ARIEX, we purge the raw experimental data so as to remove the

ata that correspond to very bad proposals according to a given purg-

ng measure, and to remove the evaluation splits that do not corre-

pond to the best performing-splits for each proposal. Simply put, we

hoose the smallest evaluation splits on which a proposal achieves

ts best effectiveness results. We look for those smallest evaluation
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plits because the less documents a set has, the less annotation effort

s required (in supervised proposals) and the faster it is expected to

ork (generally speaking). This is the reason why we call them the

est-performing splits. We also take into account that there can be

erformance measures that cannot be computed on a per-evaluation-

et basis, but are derived from other measures that are computed on

hat basis. Finally, we normalise the data so that all of the measures

ange within the same interval and the interpretation of this interval

s homogeneous.

.7. Computing rankings

The informal ranking methods simply average the experimental

ata and use the results to rank the proposals. Since they usually

ocus on precision and recall, the final ranking can be computed in

erms of the F1 score, which combines them both. The problem with

uch rankings is that they do not take the deviations into account, so

t is not clear whether the results are skewed by the data distribution;

hat is, it is not clear if the differences in the mean measures are sig-

ificant from a statistical point of view. There are only a few papers

hat perform a statistical analysis. Furthermore, the rankings regard-

ng each measure are produced and studied in isolation; that is, no

ttempt to derive a global ranking is made.

All of the formal ranking methods use statistical procedures to

ake sure that the resulting rankings are as sound as possible. The

roblem is that they rely on techniques that are computationally in-

ensive and outdated; furthermore, there are many cases in which

hey do not lead to a total ranking, but the problem has not been

tudied further because these methods are not intended to be auto-

ated, but require a person to interpret the results and draw conclu-

ions. Furthermore, none of the methods provide a means to compute

global ranking from the experimental data.

ARIEX also computes local rankings on a per-measure basis and

t also makes sure that the results are statistically sound. The differ-

nce is that we rely on Wilcoxon’s Rank-Sum test, which is efficient

nd there are two versions that are specifically adapted to small and

arge datasets. This is a non-parametric test because it does not as-

ume that the experimental data have a pre-defined distribution and

t works on non-paired samples, so that it can be applied to the exper-

mental data computed from the best-performing evaluation splits

f each proposal. Furthermore, we propose a method to compute a

lobal ranking that relies on all of the performance measures, instead

f studying them in isolation. It is novel in that we take both the re-

earcher’s preferences and a combination of the means and the devi-

tions of the performance measures into account.

.8. Reporting on the results

The informal methods that we have surveyed typically report on

he experimental data and then provide some conceptual explana-

ions. The formal methods provide some intuitive guidelines, but they

o not make a proposal regarding how to write a report.

In ARIEX, we have carefully studied how to organise such a report.

ur emphasis was on organising it as effectively as possible and on

roviding the information that researchers need to understand how a

roposal compares to others, without providing spurious information

r information that is of little interest for practical purposes.

. Conclusions

The literature provides many proposals on web information ex-

raction. We have surveyed many rule-based or heuristic-based pro-

osals, supervised or unsupervised rule-based proposals, proposals

hat work on free-text or semi-structured documents, and propos-

ls that are open or closed. Our conclusion is that most of them use
d-hoc ranking methods that are not sufficiently specified and that,

n some cases, have important deficiencies. There are a few formal

ethods to rank information extractors, but they also have a num-

er of problems that have hindered their applicability in practice.

s a conclusion, the existing web information extraction proposals

ave been ranked using quite heterogeneous methods, which makes

omparing the results that have been published in the literature

mpossible.

In this article, we introduce ARIEX, which is a method to rank web

nformation extractors that overcomes the deficiencies that we have

ound in the literature. It is automated, so that researchers can bias

he conclusions as little as possible, open, so that it can easily ac-

ommodate new performance measures, and agnostic, so that it can

e applied to as many different kinds of proposals as possible. Fur-

hermore, it addresses the following questions: how to set up the ex-

erimental environment, how to create appropriate evaluation splits,

ow to compute the experimental data, how to cook them, how to

ompute the rankings, and how to report on the results.

We have also analysed the performance measures that have typ-

cally been used in the literature and we have concluded that they

re skewed in contexts in which the datasets are unbalanced, which

re common in our context. We have made a recommendation re-

arding a set of performance measures that are appropriate in this

ontext. They take into account both the effectiveness and the effi-

iency of a proposal, it is small so that a researcher can easily decide

n the weight of each measure, and the measures themselves are or-

hogonal, so that they provide a good overview of how a proposal

erforms. We have also supported the idea that each proposal must

e compared regarding its best experimental conditions and we have

eported on a method to find them that is based on computing a so-

alled performance knee.

Summing up, we think that we have contributed to the state of the

rt with a solid method to evaluate, compare, and rank information

xtraction proposals. It was our experience regarding devising new

nformation extractors that motivated us to work on it [7,31,37,66–

8]. Unfortunately, that experience also revealed that there are two

bstacles in practice: the lack of public datasets and the unavailability

f public implementations. Previously, we have listed the repositories

f which we are aware. They provide a large collection of datasets on

ery different topics and a sufficiently large number of documents;

he problem is that we found that most of them are outdated, that

s, they provide web documents that are not representative enough

f the kind of web documents that typical web sites provide nowa-

ays. Our experience also proves that there are very few proposals

ith a public implementation; contacting the authors does not usu-

lly help since it is very unlikely to get an answer from them; further-

ore, most of the implementations one can find are research proto-

ypes that are very difficult to set up and get running; implementing

ther proposals is not commonly sensible because their details are

ubtle and sometimes not described in complete detail, not to men-

ion the effort that such a re-implementation requires. Unfortunately,

here is little we can do regarding the previous problems, except for

ushing other authors to contribute to the research community with

heir datasets and implementations. We think that the method that

e present in this article shall definitely help in this task since it

rovides a solid guideline to evaluate, compare, and rank different

roposals; we expect that researchers are not so reluctant to publish

heir datasets and implementations if they know that they are going

o be compared using a solid method that guarantees that the results

annot be biased and are then not subject to (mis)interpretations. We

hink that this is very appealing for both the authors of new informa-

ion extractors, who can use ARIEX to systematically prove that their

roposals outperform others in the literature, and practitioners, who

an use it to make informed decisions regarding which of the pro-

osals in the literature is the most appropriate to tackle a particular

nformation extraction problem.
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In a world in which the information that is available on the Web is

increasingly feeding knowledge-based systems, we think that a sys-

tematic method to rank information extractors is a must and that our

contribution to the field is solid enough to be used in forthcoming

research studies.
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Appendix A. Performance measures

We have surveyed the literature, and we have found many effec-

tiveness measures [63,69]; unfortunately, we have not found so many

efficiency measures. In this appendix, we report on them and jus-

tify the measures that we suggest using in ARIEX, as long as no other

measures are published and proved to be more appropriate. We first

report on effectiveness measures, then on efficiency measures, and,

finally, we provide a justification regarding some implementation-

related measures that are commonly neglected in the literature.

A.1. Effectiveness measures

Our proposal regarding effectiveness measures is to classify them

into error-related measures, generalisation-related measures, and

failure-related measures. Next, we summarise our findings regarding

them.

Error-related measure. We have surveyed the literature, and we

have found many error-related measures [63,69], cf. Table A.1. Some

of them are partial because they focus on either how good a proposal

is at extracting or ignoring slots; the others are global because they

were designed to report on both abilities at the same time.

The partial measures can be further classified as follows: a) mea-

sures that assess the error type I (aka false alarms), that is, the num-

ber of pieces of information that are incorrectly extracted as belong-

ing to a given slot or its complement; these measures include preci-

sion (P), the false positive rate (FPR), and the true negative rate (TNR);

b) and measures that assess the error type II (aka misses), that is, the

number of pieces of information that are not extracted as belonging

to a given slot or its complement; these measures include recall (R),

the false negative rate (FNR), and the negative predictive value (NPV).

The global measures that we have found are the following: the F1

score (F1), accuracy (Acc), the Matthews correlation coefficient (MCC),

the area under the PR curve (AUC-PR), and the area under the ROC

urve (AUC-ROC).

eneralisation-related measures. Regarding generalisation measures,

ur survey of the literature suggests that so-called learning curves

hould be used. Such curves display how the performance of a super-

ised proposal evolves as the learning set is grown from a relatively

mall set of documents up to an arbitrarily large set. There is typi-

ally a size of the learning set at which the performance achieves its

aximum value and becomes stable; that size is a knee in the learn-

ng curve, that is, an inflection point that can be compared to others
n order to assess how good a proposal is at generalising good ex-

raction rules from a small set of input documents. Our proposal is to

se this performance knee (PK) as a measure to assess the effort re-

uired to assemble the set of documents from which a proposal must

earn an extraction rule set. Although the idea is conceptually simple,

e have found two important problems, which we have addressed in

ur method.

The first problem is regarding heuristic-based proposals. They do

ot have a learning phase, so we can select the minimum number

f documents that allows a proposal to work at its maximum perfor-

ance as its corresponding performance knee.

The second problem is that we have not found any results regard-

ng how to compute the performance knee; the literature suggests

hat the learning curves be compared intuitively, which is not appro-

riate to devise an automated method. We have devised a method to

ompute the exact performance knee, which is presented in Fig. A.1.

t gets some raw experimental data, a proposal, and a measure as in-

ut, and it returns the corresponding performance knee. The idea is

o map the problem onto a statistical problem as follows: given a pro-

osal, we create n new variables X1, X2, . . . , Xn, where each Xi ranges

ver the values of the selected measure when it is computed on the

valuation splits of size i, where i ranges from 1 to n. Realise that

hese variables can be viewed as experimental samples of some un-

nown random variables. Note that prior to initialising variables Xi,

ur method needs to compute the set of evaluation split sizes in the

xperimental data, to which we refer to as T; n simply denotes the

aximum evaluation split size. How the size is computed depends

n whether the proposal being analysed is rule-based or heuristic-

ased: in the former case, it is computed as the size of the learning

ets; in the latter case, it is computed as the size of the testing sets. Af-

er computing the Xi variables, we have to find a permutation r that

anks them according to their average value, in increasing order; in

ases in which there are ties, we suggest that they should be broken

y putting the variable that corresponds to the smallest evaluation

plit first. We then can apply the well-known Wilcoxon’s Rank-Sum

est [29] to find the first variable that is statistically indistinguishable

rom Xr(n); in other words, to find the variable that corresponds to

he smallest evaluation split on which the input proposal achieves

performance regarding the input measure that is statistically in-

istinguishable from the maximum. Given two samples of two ran-

om variables, this test computes a p-value that must be compared

o α/(n − 1), where α denotes the statistical significance level set by

he researcher as a parameter of ARIEX; note that we cannot compare

t to α since we need to perform several tests on the same data, so it is

ecessary to apply Bonferroni’s correction [29]; when the p-value is

qual to or greater than the (n − 1)-th part of the significance level,

he variables are indistinguishable from a statistical point of view;

f all of the variables are indistinguishable from Xr(n), that means that

e are in an exceptional case in which a technique performs the same

n every situation, which is, obviously, not expected to be very fre-

uent in practice.

Before concluding, we would like to emphasise that the method

hat we have proposed is generic, since it can compute the perfor-

ance knee of an arbitrary measure and proposal. However, our

tudy of the literature proves that the only measure that seems ap-

ropriate in our context is the area under the ROC curve. We have,

owever, decided to propose a generic method since many authors

re working on new performance measures and ARIEX is open to ac-

ommodate them as they are devised and proved to be appropriate

n our context.

ailure-related measures. Regarding the failure-related measures, our

urvey of the literature reveals that no-one has paid attention to

hem. Authors have basically ignored that the implementations are

ar from perfect and, thus, may fail, which we think is very important

rom a practitioner’s point of view.
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Common error related measures.

Fig. A.1. Method to compute the performance knee.
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Our proposal is to use a measure called failure ratio (FR), which

mounts to the ratio of evaluation splits on which the available im-

lementation of a proposal failed with regard to the total number of

valuation splits on which it was run. This measure can be trivially

omputed from raw experimental data, so we do not provide any ad-

itional details here.

.2. Efficiency measures

Unfortunately, efficiency measures have not been paid much at-

ention in the literature. Almost no author reports on them, but we

hink that they are very important to provide an actual overall pic-
ure of how a proposal performs in practice. They are of uttermost

mportance to practitioners who have to make a decision regard-

ng which the most appropriate proposal is regarding a particular

roblem.

We suggest using the following ones: learning time (LT) and learn-

ng memory (LM), which refer to the time taken and the memory re-

uired to learn a rule set, respectively; and extraction time (ET) and

xtraction memory (EM), which refer to the time taken and the mem-

ry required to extract information from a document. If a proposal is

ased on heuristics, then its learning time and its learning memory

an be trivially set to zero, since it does not learn any rules, but ex-

racts information directly from a dataset.
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Regarding the learning time and the extraction time, it is worth

mentioning that it is common to distinguish between computer and

user time. The former refers to the time that the CPU or the IO devices

are allocated to running a process, whereas the latter refers to the to-

tal time that elapses since a process is started until it finishes, which

includes the time that the computer is running other processes. Com-

puter times tend to be quite stable, i.e., when an algorithm is repeat-

edly executed on the same input they do not vary largely; contrarily,

user times are not so stable because they depend on many other pro-

cesses that can run concurrently on the same machine. As a conclu-

sion, our proposal is to measure computer times only.

A.3. A note on global error-related measures

Previously, we have reported on the error-related measures that

we have found in the literature. Obviously, we recommend using the

global ones since they are the only that report on how good a pro-

posal is at both extracting the information in which we are interested

and ignoring the rest. The standard is to use the F1 score, which com-

bines precision and recall. Unfortunately, our study reveals that this

measure is not appropriate in the context of ARIEX.

The reason is that the F1 score is skewed in the context of unbal-

anced datasets. A dataset is said to be unbalanced when the number

of instances of a slot deviates from the number of instances of the re-

maining slots. In our context, the datasets are naturally unbalanced

because the amount of information to be ignored in a web document

typically exceeds the amount of information to be extracted; fur-

thermore, some slots are optional and some others are multi-valued,

which also contributes to making the datasets naturally unbalanced.

To understand the reason why using the F1 score in the context of

unbalanced datasets is problematic, we use the following example:

assume that a proposal is evaluated on a dataset that has 15 docu-

ments that provide a total of 15 instances of a given slot; assume,

too, that the resulting confusion matrix is (t p1, tn1, f p1, f n1) =
(15, 2371, 98, 0), which implies that precision is 0.13, recall is 1.00,

and the F1 score is 0.23. In other words, it does not seem to be a good

proposal because precision is very low, but note that this proposal

is actually very good because it makes very few mistakes. Assume

that another proposal is evaluated on a dataset that provides 15 doc-

uments, but only 13 instances of the slot being considered; assume,

too, that the corresponding confusion matrix is (t p2, tn2, f p2, f n2) =
(13, 960, 40, 0). That is, its precision is 0.25, its recall is 1.00, and its

F1 score is 0.39. Neither seems this proposal to be excellent, but a

little better than the previous one. Note however, that a deeper anal-

ysis can easily reveal that both proposals behave very similarly be-

cause they successfully extract every instance of the slot being con-

sidered and roughly 4% of the examples to be ignored are mistakenly

extracted as belonging to that slot. In other words, they behave very

similarly regarding their ability to extract or ignore information. The

problem is that the F1 score provides a distorted view of these pro-

posals because they have been evaluated on testing sets that have

different skews.

A good global error-related measure must depend only on the pro-

posal being evaluated, not on the dataset used to evaluate it being

balanced or unbalanced. That is, it should be possible to maximise

the measure by improving the techniques that lie at the core of a pro-

posal, not by changing the proportion of information to be ignored in

a dataset.

To find out which of the global error-related measures that we

have presented before is not skewed in the presence of unbalanced

datasets, we have re-written their formulations in terms of the fol-

lowing measures: the true positive rate (TPR = t p/(t p + f n)), which

measures the proportion of instances of a slot that are extracted

as belonging to that slot with regard to the total number of actual

instances of that slot, the false positive rate (FPR = f p/( f p + tn)),

which measures the proportion of information that is extracted as
elonging to a given slot with regard to the information that must be

gnored, and the skew of the dataset (S = (tn + f p)/(t p + f n)), which

measures the proportion of information to be ignored with regard to

the information to be extracted as belonging to a given slot. Note that

we have selected the true positive rate and the false positive rate be-

cause these measures provide a clear picture of how good a proposal

is at extracting or ignoring information and they have been proven

not to be skewed in the context of unbalanced datasets [30]. Next, we

present the results of re-writing the global error-related measures in

terms of the previous measures:

1 = 2 TPR

FPR S + TPR + 1

cc = − (FPR − 1) S − TPR

S + 1

CC = α (FPR − TPR)
√

β + TPR

(FPR2 − FPR) S2 − β + ((2 FPR − 1) S − 1) TPR + TPR2

where α =
√

−FPR S + S − TPR + 1
√

S

and β = FPR S

UC-PR = FPR S TPR + FPR S + TPR2

2 (FPR S + TPR)

UC-ROC = 1

2
(1 + TPR − FPR)

Realise that the area under the ROC curve is the only measure that

oes not depend on S when it is re-written, which analytically proves

hat it is the only measure that is not skewed in the context of unbal-

nced datasets. In other words, it is the only that we can recommend

n the context of ARIEX. Regarding our previous examples, the area

nder the ROC curve is 0.98 in both cases, which reflects that the cor-

esponding proposals were not that bad and that the dataset being

nbalanced does not have an impact on the results.

.4. A note on computing per-extractor measures

To compute a ranking, we need to compute the performance mea-

ures on a per-extractor level. It is very easy to compute per-extractor

fficiency measures because we just need to measure the time that

lapses since an experiment starts running until it finishes or to probe

he maximum amount of memory requested. Regarding effectiveness

easures, the problem is a little more involved because we can com-

ute per-slot measures and we then have to combine them in a man-

er that makes sense in the context of unbalanced datasets.

Generally speaking, the problem has been addressed using macro-

micro-, or weighted averages. Macro averages are calculated by com-

uting the effectiveness measures in a per-slot basis and then com-

uting their unweighted averages; micro averages are computed from

global confusion matrix that is, in turn, computed by adding the

onfusion matrices that correspond to each slot; weighted averages

re computed like macro averages, but the measures are weighted by

he number of actual instances of each slot. Our general recommen-

ation is to use macro averages because micro- and weighted aver-

ges have been proven to be skewed in the context of unbalanced

atasets [64].

We have also found some specific research results regarding the

rea under the ROC curve, which is the most appropriate effective-

ess measure that we have found so far [30,65,70]. The only one

hat seems both effective and computationally tractable is the one

y Hand and Till [65], which computes it as follows:

AUC-ROC =
∑

i, j∈S,i≺ j AUC-ROCi, j

(|S|2−|S|)/2

here AUC-ROCi, j refers to a new pairwise measure that combines

every two slots, ≺ denotes an arbitrary ordering of the slots, e.g., a

exicographic ordering, and S denotes the set of slots to be extracted.
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ote that there are (|S|2 − |S|)/2 pairs of slots if their order is not

aken into account. Simply put, the proposal amounts to macro av-

raging the pairwise area under the ROC curve, which has proven to

ork very well.

.5. A note on implementation-related measures

The failure ratio, the timings, and the amounts of memory are re-

ated to a particular implementation of a proposal. Some researchers

ight argue that they are not appropriate as performance measures

ecause they might lead to a distorted view of a proposal. The rea-

on is that they depend on a programmer’s ability to produce effi-

ient code, on the implementation language, on the hardware and the

oftware used to run the experiments. In other words, an intrinsically

ery efficient proposal might seem worse than another one because it

as not well implemented or because the experimentation environ-

ent was not configured properly. However, we think that the failure

atio, the timings, and the amounts of memory are the only way for a

ractitioner to have a good overall picture of how a proposal performs

n practice.

Some researchers might argue that we should evaluate the effi-

iency of a proposal building on its theoretical time or space com-

lexity, but we do not think that such an approach is realistic because

nly a few authors have characterised the theoretical complexity of

heir proposals; furthermore, many of them have characterised an

pper bound to the actual theoretical complexity to prove that their

roposals are computationally tractable, not their actual complexity;

ven worse: even if we knew the exact theoretical complexity of ev-

ry proposal, the relationships amongst most theoretical complexity

lasses are still open problems in computer science [71].

Thus our conclusion is that the failure ratio, the timings, and the

mounts of memory that we propose to compute are very appropri-

te from a practitioner’s point of view. ARIEX is flexible enough to

llow the researcher who is using it to decide on the weight of ev-

ry measure, which may range from 0.00% to 100.00%. That is, the

nal ranking might forget about the failure ratio, the timings, and the

mounts of memory if the researcher does not find them appropri-

te; furthermore, ARIEX is open to accommodate new performance

easures if they are proven to be adequate in our context.
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